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Most expensive bed frame

For many of us, beds are nothing more than simple furniture needed to help us perform one of humanity's most basic activities, sleep. However, for some people, it means more, and for them, the beds are not only a wooden slap and sleeping clothes, but also a means of staying as part of an exclusive group. Among
these people, you will find some of the most expensive beds in the world. They are willing to shell out millions and hundreds of thousands of dollars to own some of the futuristic and stylish designs created by some of the most famous bed makers. So how much would the most expensive beds in the world cost? Check
out our list of the top ten below.1. Baldacchino Supreme Bed – $6.3 million For the rich and the rich, nothing is simply property for its primary and inherent purpose. Everything is a means of standing out, flaunting its wealth and what better way to do this than possessing the most expensive form of a very basic human
tool, which is the Baldacchino Supreme Bed that costs $6.3 million. It is a bed made of Ash and Cherry, with a classy canopy that is covered with 24 carats of pure gold. It wouldn't be a super exclusive bed if it didn't have special designs and it was created by Stuart Hughes, one of the world's most famous designers. The
curtains are the best pieces of Italian seed and cotton, arranged in a shape that would not seem out of place in Porto Real.No however, part of the reasons why this bed is unique outside of its design is, it is not even available for any wealthy person to own. There are only two of them in the world, and simply having the
money won't be enough to own one. Speaking of ultra-exclusivity.2. The Magnetic Floating Bed – $1.6 millionA although we think beds should be just beds, we can accept when there is a sufficient marriage of technological innovation and comfort to ensure a ridiculously high price, enough to make it one of the most
expensive beds in the world and, in that sense, this magnetic floating bed triumphs. Have you ever dreamed of sleeping in the clouds, floating in the sky? If you can afford a tall apartment, this bed can just help you live that dream. Its uniqueness is in its name, a magnetic floating bed that marries with technology,
aesthetics and comfort. For many who saw it during her debut at the 2006 Millionaires' Fair in Belgium, she won the title of the coolest bed in the world. Designed by Janjaap Ruijssenaars, the bed takes advantage of magnetic technology, using opposing industrial force magnets that allow the bed to float 1.3 meters from
the surface. The strength of the magnets is so strong, enough to hold 2000 pounds in weight and as a safety device, it has strong wires at each end that also tie you to the ground, just so you don't float away. owning this king-sized version in particular, you'll need $1.6 million, but a smaller version would only put you back
The Jado Steel Gold Bed – $676,550 Last ly, whatever innovation you want to bring to the beds, you still need that flat rectangular surface for the owner to sleep in. It is a non-negotiable need of the purpose of a bed, but when you cannot change the shape and purpose of the bed, you innovate around it. That's how the
Jado Steel Gold Bed made it onto this list. Around the flat foam slab in the middle are luxury designs and offerings that make it more than just a bed but a luxury lounge. The bed furniture itself is made of real gold and Swarovski crystals, and for those mornings you want to sleep, it has its own DVD player, internet
connection, a PlayStation and a surround sound system. You may be sleeping on a rectangular surface, but when you are being a bed potato, you will be doing it in style. So how much would it cost to own this? Only $676,550, making it the third most expensive bed in the world.4. Parnian Furniture Bed – $210,000Fourth
entry among the world's most expensive beds derives its status from its simple but high-class furniture. Unlike some of the other options on this list, the Parnian Furniture, which was designed by Abdolhay Parnian, is a simple expensive wooden wedding and luxurious utilities. The bed is made of three different types of
maple wood, in a design that screams elegance and is combined with luxurious offerings like iPad brackets, two LED touch light switches, rotary television, hidden compartments and gold, and stainless steel work. From the looks of it, the Parnian Furniture bed is a wonderful bed, but to own one, you'll have to shell out
$210,000.READ The 20 most expensive private luxury yachts and their owners5. Quantum Sleeper Bed – $160,000 we've seen enough science fiction movies to know which futuristic beds are cool af, and if you have $160,000 to spare, you can own this Quantum Sleeper Bed.On the outside, it just looks like a great pod,
but it's equipped with a little more that wouldn't seem out of place in a science fiction movie. The Quantum Sleep Bed is bulletproof and has a safe room that can protect your sleep from biochemical attacks, natural disasters, kidnappers and other forms of physical danger. It has its own backup power and a tight fence, all
enough to protect it in the event of the apocalypse. However, we are not sure how you should enjoy your sleep in this bed when your entire purpose is designed for danger. But its manufacturers do their best, equipling it with comfort ideas like a microwave, a refrigerator and a DVD player. If we said enough for you to
want one, then be prepared to spend $160,000.6. Majesty Vi-spring Bed – $84,425Number six in the world's most expensive beds is the of Majesty Vi-spring which would cost him about $84,000. so what would you be getting on a bed that cost almost the same in college tuition for four four has more than six thousand
springs in it, all with sustainable suspension. If you are looking for a bed that is soft and immersed in cushiness, this may well be your ideal bed. In addition to its spring material, the majesty vi-spring bed is also a custom-made bed that was handmade by bed designer, Jab Anstoetz and around the custom design are
layers of gold and silver woven into the bed. If you're not trying to be overly ostentatious, this is a great bed to have if you can afford it.7. Cosmovoide Bed – $60,000 If you suffer from claustrophobia but still want a bed that wraps around you, then the Cosmovoidbed may be just what you're looking for. It is a custom bed
with a huge headboard that wraps over you, leaving enough space between the tip of your legs and your torso. Inside the bed are suspended rings and seven-color LEDs that are equipped with other luxurious utilities such as a telephone, a DVD theater and electric relaxation photo frames. If you're already seduced, be
careful before you do anything rash because, for $60,000, the Cosmovoide bed is the seventh most expensive bed in the world. However, if you go ahead to buy one, you'd have the same bed with SpaceX founder Elon Musk.8. Monarch Bed Vi-Spring – $50,000If the $8,4000 of The Vi-Spring Majesty's Bed is too much
for you, you can settle for the Monarch Vi-spring Bed that cost only $50,000.The bed frame is made of bamboo fiber wrapped in a mattress made with cashmere, mohair and lamb wool to make it befitting for a monarch, or at least someone who feels like one. In a way, this bed is the definition of luxury on a budget and if
you are looking to own one, we would understand. Don't forget, though, it cost $50,000.READ 20 most expensive hotel suites from around the world9. Starry Night Sleep Technology Bed - Price of $50,000Same, different benefits. Have you ever stayed in a motel with a double bed and had to put them together to form a
big bed? Starry Night Sleep Technology Bed takes this idea and adds technology and luxury to it. It features technologies designed to help snorers and can raise the upper half of the bed to a certain degree. For those who have terrible sleep patterns, this is a bed that monitors you and your partner, adjusting to your
individual needs without a healthy change in the bed as a whole. In addition to this fascinating benefit, it also comes with surround sound, a docking station and a projector. See Also: These are the most luxurious watch brands for women10. Sphere Bed – $50,000 The last three beds in our world's most expensive beds
are all tied to the price level, but differ in design and capabilities, and at number 10 is the Sphere bed, which also cost $50,000.This bed shares a with the Quantum Sleeper Bed and Cosmovoide that we mentioned earlier in our list, but they have different different While the Quantum Sleeper is a personal panic room, the
Sphere Bed is just a slice of luxury designed by Karim Rashid for bed and sleep enthusiasts who would like to feel like they're in an episode of Star Trek.It offers luxury items like a TV, mirrors, champagne carrier, LED lights and surround sound speakers. It also has a massage unit built under the mattress, which looks
beautiful. The bed is the piece of furniture that has accompanied man throughout his long history on Earth. From thousands of years ago, when it was just a little more than a mere pile of straw or other natural materials and to this day, the bed was of dire need for us. No matter the place – hotel room, war zone or the
International Space Station – there is a type of bed that fits into every situation or need. As we spend a third of our lives sleeping, the quality of our beds is an important aspect. While some think of a bed as just that – a bed, there are people who take this subject to a whole new level – with advantages that go beyond a
simple day to day. For those for whom a simple comfortable mattress simply isn't enough, there are beds out there that come with full entertainment centers, fine artwork or chic fashion products. If you choose something like this, make no mistake, they will cost you dearly. Let's take a look at the Top 10 Most Expensive
Beds:10. Monarch Vi-Spring Bed – $50,000Vi-Spring offers luxury handmade beds and divans with pocketed springs and the best natural upholstery like wool wool or British ponytail, ensuring its customers the highest level of comfort and no compromises. The Monarch is one of those models. It contains 3000 springs for
excellent comfort and has a price tag that will leave you thinking long before buying: $50,000. But after your first nap in this bed, you will know that it was worthy of the price.9. Sphere Bed – $50,000Digned by Karim Rashid to be the perfect retreat for lovers, sphere bed comes wrapped in a sexy red frame that adds extra
durability – you know for what – and some ways to diversify love life. It comes equipped with a 32-inch LCD TV and a surround sound system to create the atmosphere, a champagne space at the disposal of lovers and a built-in massage unit under the mattress for total relaxation. The price goes up to a good $50,000.8.
The Starry Night Sleep Technology Bed – $50,000A more technological approach comes from Leggett &amp; Platt with a bed designed to be the archetype of modern sleep, a combination of modern technology and a comfortable bed to create the perfect sleeping environment. It comes with anti-snoring technology,
temperature control on both sides and a sleep diagnostic center to monitor body movements and Respiratory. And as today connectivity is the name of the game, the bed comes with an iPod docking station, allowing enabling sleepers to connect to the Internet. In addition, there is a video projector that can turn the ceiling
into a sky full of stars or even a movie screen. The price of this high-tech bed is $50,000,700. Cosmovoide bed – $60,000 What could be quieter than a cocoon-like type of bed where anyone would feel comfortable, safe and protected? Designed in northern France, the Bed of Cosmovoida resembles the shape of an egg,
with a frame completely covered by mattresses that flex and adapt to the body shape. The LED lights on top and the home theater system with integrated TV will ensure long lazy mornings and the phone will keep friends at an arm's length. Depending on the choice of features, the bed will cost around $60,000.6. Majesty
Vi-Spring Bed – $84,000The Majesty Vi-Spring Bed is an updated version of Monarch at number 10. It is handmade to ensure that no compromise is made when it comes to comfort and creating perfection. The mattress comes with three layers of calico pocket springs and the best British wool, shetland wool silk,
cashmere and hand-made European fillings. The bed is adorned with layers of gold and silver for exquisite design and the price ensures you see this. The Majesty costs $84,000. Quantum Sleeper Bed – $160,000 Both a bed and a nuclear shelter, the Quantum Sleep Bed is the only one you'll want to go to if you believe



a zombie apocalypse is waiting around the corner. Well, we're exaggerating a little. The bed will not protect you in case of nuclear explosion and radioactive fallout afterwards, but will protect you from natural disasters, biochemical terrorist attacks, intruders and even bullets. Among its main features are a refrigerator, a
microwave and a TV, a personal hygiene system, backup energy, emergency communication system, filtered ventilation and re-respirator, making the Quantum Sleeper the ultimate survival bed. Add smoke and motion detectors and complete home control and you can definitely tell which home is where you feel safest.
For those who feel paranoid enough to buy this bed, they would need to take out a $160,000 offer from their bank accounts. But hey, the zombie apocalypse is coming, right?4. Parnian Furniture Bed – $210,000Abdolhay Parnian designed the Parnian Furniture Bed more like a work of art made to perfection and great
attention to detail instead of a simple bed. The design combines wood as the main material with stainless steel and gold, bringing a scultural element to the room. The creator left great customization options with the possibility of incorporating features such as iPad media, charging stations, pop-up TV monitors or LCD,
custom mattresses, and more. The price of this bed can go up to an incredible $210,000.3. Jado Jado Steel Style Bed – $676,550Made for the soul purpose of standing out, the Jado Steel Style Gold Bed has features that once made it the most expensive bed in the world. Although we have lost the competition, it is still
in the top 3.The features we are talking about are internet connection, a TV screen with DVD player, Playstation and a surround sound system. Nothing too fancy, right? But when you add the ridiculous amount of gold and Swarovski crystals, the price of $676,550 seems justified.2. Magnetic Floating Bed – $1.6 million
While some creators talk to their customers in terms of opulence and exquisite features, others tell stories of minimalism and great technological innovation. The Magnetic Floating Bed is a revolutionary approach to sleep as it relies on its magnetic field to hover on the floor. The bed can support up to 900 kilos, but weighs
about 680 kg because of the powerful magnets it needs. However, this is not even a problem when you think the room should not have anything metallic inside. So if you want to literally float in your sleep, make sure you prepare to pay an impressive $1.6 million.1. Baldacchino Supreme Bed – $6.3 millionThe
Baldacchino Supreme Bed, designed by Stuart Hughes, is a beautiful and elegant work of art. With an interior made of 24 carat gold weighing over 90 kg and a frame made of Ash, Cherry and Classy Canopy wood, this bed is one you may be afraid to sleep in. There are only two of them available in the world and the
price of one reaches an incredible $6.3 million, making it look more like a work of art never to be touched than something to sleep on.
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